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BOX-COVERING MACHINE. 

No. again. 

To all whom it may concern. 
Be it known that I, CHARLES A. GARRETT, 

a citizen- (if the United 'States, residing at 
Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania, have in 
vented‘ new ‘and useful Improvements in 
Box-Covering Machines, of which the follow. 
ing is a speci cation. ' . 

This invention relates to box-covering ma 
_ chines of the type shown and described in the 
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prior Letters Patent, No. 691,329, dated J an 
uary 14, 1902, ‘and. has for its object to pro 
vide certain improvements in machines of 
this class' in order to adapt the same-for use 
in covering a special type of box.‘ As the 
present inventionrelates mainly to improve 
ments in said patented machine and is in 
tended rimari'ly for use with such machine, 
I have eemed it necessary to show only such 
improvements and their cooperative parts; 
but for the sake of clearness I will describe in 
a general way the operation of ‘the machine 
and thenigive a detailed description of the 

i - improvements sought to be covered and pro 
tected herein. . 

According to my invention paper boxes 
are covered with a single blank comprising a 
body portion having integral side and end 
?aps. The blank is ?rst coated on one face 
with glue, and the bottom of the box is then' 
centered on the glued side of the body por-' 
tion of said blank,-Which causes thelatter to 
adhere thereto, this operation in the" resent 
instance being carried out by hand. he box 

‘ with its blank attached to the bottom thereof 
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is then placed upon a two-part separable 
form~block carried by a reciprocating plun 
ger, which latter is caused to move up. and 
down between covering devices that-act to 
fold flaps of the covering-blank- up against 
the sides and ends of the box and ?rmly a?ix 

_ them thereto and then trick the ends of the 
' ?aps over the edgesof and down into the 

_ box. 

carried out in substantia ly the order nam'ed,‘_ 
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These several ste s or operations are 

and the ?nishedv box is ?nally ejected from 
the machine. , 

My present improvementis desi ned for the 
purpose of adapting the above mac?iine for use 
in covering what is known as the ‘ ‘ extension 
edge” box——that is, a box having the bottom 
projecting beyond the sides a short distance, 
approximately even with the outside of the 
box-cover. This, tothelbest of my present 

Speci?cation of Letters Patent. 
Application ?led April 12,1905. Serial No. 265.152. 

. tained by making 

Patented Aug. 14, 1906. 

knowledge ‘and beliefjiha‘s ‘heretofore been 
done \by hand only. By the use .of my im 
provements, however, such boxes may be 
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covered by prior patented machines of the - 
type referred .to in as expeditious and perfect 
a manner as is the ordinary box. This end I 
attain in a simple and convenient manner and 
without change in the ?xed structure of the 
prior machines by the substitution of one in 
terchangeable part for another, 'thus adapt 
ing the same machine for use in covering two 
distinct types of boxes. - - _ ' 

In the present instance I have shown and 
described’ only one speci?c form of means for 
carrying'out the'objects and purposes of the 
invention; but I do not wish to be under- 
stood'as limiting myself to this particular 
means, as it will be obvious that mbdi?ca- ' 
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tions thereof within the scopeof the append: ' 
ed claims will readily suggest themselves 
without departing from the broad spirit of 
the invention; , ‘ - 

Brie?y and generically stated, the inven 
tion. comprises means for applying covering, _ 
material to the walls of a box having an ex- _ 
tension edge, means operating in advance of 
the ?rst-named means ,to turn the covering 
material over and down upon the extension 
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edge, and means-to operate said ?rst and last ' 
named means in sequence. - ' 

In the speci?c form. of means herein shown ' 
for carrying out theobjects of theinvention 
I provide a different form of covering ele 
ment or roller for the sides and ends of the 
box, the said element or roller being provided 
with a recess‘to receive the extension edge of 
the box. This recess may be of any pre 
ferred form suited to the 'urposes at hand. 
I have found, however, t at a marked im-' 
provement in the covering operation is at 

' this recess of a certain 

form withrelation-to the extension ed e of 
the box, as will be more clearly set forth ere? 
inafter.__., . ' - 

I _A further object of my invention is to pro 
vide means whereby the recess is returned to 
a proper‘position with relation to the plun 
ger at the end of the covering operation and 
whereby the recess may be ad] usted in proper 
relation to said plunger. _ . . ~ 

The invention has for its further objects to 
' provide certain other novel features, all of 
which will be more clearly de?ned in the fol 
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‘ lowing detailed descri tion and-‘then. pointed 
~ out in the appended c aims. " ‘ - 

U1. 

In the accompanying drawings,'which form 
a part hereof andyin which like reference char 
acters designate like parts, Figure 1 a’ 
broken vertical section of a portion-of a ma— 

3‘ ' chine embodying my invention sufficient to 

IO 
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i _ rollers in position with respect to the lun 
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show the construction of-the same. :Figs. 2, 
3, and 4 show diagrammatically the di?’erent , 
stages inrthe operation of covering a box by 
my improved machine‘. Fig. 5 is a broken plan . 
view, partly in section, of one of the cover 
ing-rollers. ‘Fig. 6 isan end-view of one of the 
,rollers, showing the means for, adjusting the 
same. Fig.7 is-a plan view lof the-covering 

;ger. ‘ .Fig. Sisavertical section throng ‘the 
bearin ofthe covering-roller, showing’the. 
metho vof returning the same to position af~, 
ter- each-covering o oration; and Fig. 9 is a 

. vperspective .view 0 ‘an extension-edge box 
1 and the blank for covering-the same. 

.25 
‘ (In the classvof-machines to which this-in; 
vention applies, the mechanism for affixing 
the cover to theidifferent side and end‘ walls 

. of the-box are substantially duplicates, and 
.asthis invention relates moreparticularly to . 

‘ .such mechanism only onegset of the said, 
mechanism is shown, . and the description in , 
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referring to said setwill be equally applicable‘ 
to; all of the sets. - Y . 

iReferring more‘particularly to the draw 
ings, thev numeral .1 designates aslide secured 
to the top of the machine ‘in an suitable 
manner. 
to the ones shown and described in the for 

. mer 'patent referred .toand arecplieferably 

. the. top of the- slides and support thecove'ring 
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6 5 affixing the'covering-blankto the sides and 

.and ‘ moves .with the 

four in number, one for each side of the box 
to be covered. Two arms 2, forming a yoke, 
extend forward and laterally upward from 

mechanism. , . 
A covering element 3, comprising a roller 

in the present instance, is mounted in tilting 
or'pivoted bearings 4,4so as to be-moved into 
and out of the path of movement of‘the box 
by a springractuated rock-shaft 5 and. a link 
6, and pivotally attached to aplate 7, ?xed 
\to the yoke, is a‘ brush 8,; allasmore clearly 
described in the aforesaid patent. Below 
the rollers 3 arethe endttucki-inwings 9, and 
in a yet lower plane are located theend-cov 
ering elements, which are substantially du-v 
plieatesof-theside-covering elements, corn-. v _ 

. .the box B, to which ‘it is to be affixed. vIn prisin brushes and rollers. -_ v _ 
15 esignates- the laten, which sup' orts 

ox-toibe covered‘,J and 
whose horizontal section is of substantially 
the same size as that of the form-block 16. 

All of the above mechanism is particularl 
described in the aforesaid patent, to which 
reference is made. , ' _ 

My speci?c improvement relates ‘to the 
construction and mounting of the rollers for 

This plate is substantia lysimilar. 
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ends of the box and to the mechanism for ac-_ 
tuating the same, and attention is called to 

numeral 3 designates the roller in its entirety, 
10 a cut-away portion of the same, and 11 a 
sleeve of yielding material, as rubber, ?lling 
the cut-away portion. The platen 15 is pro 
vided’ at its upper end with an extension 14 
,of the same area as the bottom of the box to~ 
be covered. The uncut-away segment of the 
roller is provided'with a longitudinal groove 
or recess of approximately the depth of the 
edge extension of the box and ofa width at 

Y the bottom equal to the thickness of the box 
extension plus the thickness of the platen ex 
tension.‘ The bottom of the recess‘ is formed 
on the are of a circle having the same center 

of .the recess is undercut, as shown at 13, at 

platen extension is'in the horizontal lane 
. through the center of the roller. the si e 13 
presses on- and is parallel with the upper sur- . 
face of the box‘ extension. The 0 posite wall 
13"L of the recess may be termed t e “ platen 
engaging” wall, and this wallv ?ares out-' 
wardly" away ‘from the undercut wall 13, as 
shown, so as to resentva face that may be 
readil engaged 
as it, escends. T e oint or ed e17 of the 

- recess ?tsfsnugl .in t ecorner o the exten 
sion and box si e. The rollers 3- are mount 

is provided on one end of the shaft outside 
v, the bearing, containing a spiral spring 19, one 
end of which is attached to the shaft and the 

' 19 is for the urpose of returning the ro ler 3 
to its origina position after each covering op 
eration, and to'insure its stopping in the cor 
rect position the following mechanism is 

- made use of: A sleeve or collar 20 is rigidly 
attached to ‘the shaft‘ by a screw 20“, and said 
collar is provided with a tail 20b, bearing 
against a- in 200 on the casing 18. The 0 
sition- of t e pin 20”, and conse uentl tiiat 
of the recess, may be varied by t e fol owing 
mechanism: The casing 18 is provided with a 
prolongation 21 ,having thereon‘ a curvilinear 
slot 22, within which is a screw-threaded bolt 
23,- screwed into- a part of the bearing. By 
loosening the screw. 23 the casing 18>may be 
turned and the position of the pin 20° varied. 

. In Fig. 9 is shown the covering-blank And 

the operation of the machinethe box B is 
placed upon the blank A and-both placed on 
the form-blockl?'. The latter moves down 
and meets'theplaten 15, and together, they 
descend astthe'brushes 8, which initially 
applies'tlie covering to the box sides. The 
p aten extension 14 engages the lower side of 
the recess, and the further descent of the 
plunger and platen tends to rotate the roller 
3 on its axis. This rotation ‘brings the upper 

Figs‘. 2, 3, 4,5, 6, and-8,inwhichthereference‘—. ‘ 

such anjanglethat when vthebottom of the. 

ed in bearings 4 in'the'yoke,and a casing 18 _ 

other end to'the casing. The spiral s ring‘ 
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as they roller,‘ and the upper or operative side . > 
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the platen extension 14 v 
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‘ - in-a respects to those above mentioned. 
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face of the, recess" 17 - against the covering-‘pia 
eper on the outer up er corner of the box ex. 

-_ tension 11, and by t e continued rotation of 
the rollerthe blank is'folded smoothly down . 
upon said extension and into the corner be 
tween the extension and box side. Further 
rotation, of the roller brings the circular ‘face 

‘ against the side of the box, and the covering 

16 
paper is rolled up smoothly against the side 
of the box. ' After the box- asses the roller 
the spring 19 returns therol er to its original 
position. - Further descent .of the box brings 

'_ it to theYedg‘e-turn-in ?ngers or wings, which 

26 

turn in the'stay-?aps a, and, the operation is ‘ 
com leted by the covering-roller- 10, similar 

The 0 eration of turning down the edges 
into the ox may be done by hand or by the 

_ mechanism described in Patent No. 691 ,329 
before mentioned. _ \ a I 

. 'It will ‘be understood that there are as 
many. rollers 3 as there aresides' of the box to 

‘ becovered. . . . 

.25 
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It .will be ‘understood from the foregoing 
that the covering - rollers are removably 
mounted in their bearings, so that when» it is 
desired to equip a machine such as shown and 
described in the hereinbefore-mentioned pat 

" ent it is only necessary to remove the ordi-. 
nary form of covering-roller and substitute 
therefor the rollers forming thesubjectémat 
ter of this applica ion. 
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As before state , I do not wish to be under 
stood'as limiting myself to the particular 
form of mechanism herein shown and ‘de 
scribed, for, ,so far as Iv am. aware, I am the 

. ?rst to provide mechanism for doing exten 
sion-edge work and reserve to myself’the right 

> ‘to all modi?cations of the invention falling 
Within’the scope of the following claims. 

_ Having now fully described the'construc 
tron and operation of my inventionyxwhat I 
claim as new, andv desire to secure by Letters 

' Patent, is'— 
45 1. In a boxecovering machine, means for 

applying a covering to the side walls of a box 
havmgextension edges, comprising a roller 
provided with a recess, the operative face-of 
which is, undercut. 

2. In a'box-covering machine, means forv 
applying a covering to the'side walls of a box 
having extension edges, comprising a roller 
provided with a recess'having one undercut 

. wall. - 
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3. In a box-covering machine,.means for 
applying a covering to the side walls'of a box 
having extension ‘edges, comprising a roller 
provided with a recess, and means for vary 
ing‘ the, normal position of the recess rela~ 
tively to a vertical plane passedthrough the 
axis of rotation of the roller. _ z 
__4. In a box-covering machine, means for 
applying a covering to the side walls of a box 
having extension edges, comprising a roller 
provided with a recess, means to restrain the 

8 . 

movement ‘of- said roller in one direction, and , 
means to vary“ the position of said restraining 
means. _ 

.5. In a box-covering machine, means for 
applying a covering tothe sidewallsof a box 
a'ving extension edges, comprising a roller 

provided with a recess, adjustable means to 
restrain the rotation of ‘the ‘roller in one di 
rection, and yielding means ‘to restrain the 
.rotation'in the other direction. ' ' 75 

6. In a machine for covering extension-. ' 

means to turn‘ ‘the coverin '-blank over ‘ 
down upon the extension e 'ges, means to_ ac: 
tuate the turning means,and means to ad]u'st 

edge boxes,‘ means fora’ plying a covering-_ . 
‘blank, toithe' walls of t e‘jbo'x,_ and; means 
moving '_-in.advan_ce of the coveré'applying' I " 

an ‘30' 

the relation of the turning- means‘withre- 1 
spect to it‘s actuating means. __ - _ 

7 .p In a machine for covering extenslon 
edge boxes, means for applying ‘the covering 
blank to the side and ‘end walls of the box, 
‘comprising rollers-each‘ having av concave v ‘ — 
and a convex surface, and means for varying , . _ . 

90 the angular position of the said concave ‘rela 
tively to a'vertical 
axis of rotation ‘of t e rol ers. . 

, 8.- In a machine _for covering extension-i 
‘edge boxes, means for applying the covermg 
blank to the side and end walls ofthe' box, 
{comprising a‘ ‘roller having .a concave‘ and. a 
convex surface,,'adjustable means to restrain, 
the rotation of the roller in one direction and‘ 
yielding means to restrain the rotation in‘ the 
other direction. 

9. In a, machine for covering extension- ' 
edge boxes, means for applying the covering 
blank to a box-wall, comprising a cylindrical 
roller having, a segment thereof cut away,v 
and means for varying the angularpositlon. 
of the said cut-away portion relatively to a. 
vertical lane passed through the axis of re- 7 
tation o the roller. ’. ‘ 

plane assed through the" 

I00 

. ‘ 10. In a machine for covering -'extension~ - 
edge'boxes, means for applying the covering- 7 
blankv to a box-wall comprising a roller hav 
ing a longitudinal ~ eripheral groove, one of 
the longitudinal wa ls of the groove being un 
dercut and the other ?aring outwardly 
respect to the undercut wall. - 

IIO 

'1 1 5 
. 11. In a machine for covering 'extension- ' 

.edge boxes, means for applying theeovermg 
blank-to a box-wall, comprising a roller hav- » 
ing a longitudinal peri heral groove, a ?xed 
casing at one end of ,t e roller, and a coiled 
spring‘ within the casing,v one end of the 
spring-being secured to the roller and the 
other end to the casing. ' 

1.20 

12. ‘In a machine for covering extension- - 
edge boxes, means for applying the covering— 
blank to a box-wall, comprising an element 

125 

provided with means for turning the blank ' 
over an extension edge of the box, a ?xed cas-' 
ing atone end of said element and a coiled 
spring ‘within the casing, one ‘end of the [30 
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sprin being secured to the covering element 
and t e other end to. the casing. 

13. In a machine for coverin extension 
edge boxes, means for applying t ebovering 
‘blank to a box-wall, comprising a rotatable 
element having means associated therewith 

> for turning the blank over an extension edge 
of the box, a cireumferentially-adjustable cas 

_ 'ing at one end of the said rotatable element, 
KO and-"a coiled spring within the casing, one end 

of said spring bein secured to ‘the rotatable’ 
element andthe ot er end to the casing. 

.14. In a machine for covering extension 
edge boxes, an element for applying a cover 

ing-blank to the walls of a box, having a part 
to turn the covering-blank overand down 
upon the extension ‘edges, means to actuate 
said element, and means to adjust the Eosi 
tion of said oQVeringTturning part Wit re 
spect to its actuating- means. ‘ 

‘In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 
my hand in presence of two subscribing wit— 
nesses. ‘ ' 

CHARLES A. GARRETT. 
Witnesses: . 

PHILIP S. SMITH, 
W. Rronl 
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